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Abstract 

A new application of the coupled channel formalism is made for the 

. 0 212 . 
of the alph8. decay of the high spi.n, J =lo-t- state of Po to the ground 

· state and various excited states of 
208

Pb .. In the first part of this paper 

(Sec. 2), vJe'apply the mi.cr~scopic or "shell model" rate theory neglectine; 

coupling. It .is found that the theory underestimates both the experimental 

~ . . 2~ ~ 
170 alpha. branch to the 3-, first excited state of Pb and the CJ'O branch to 

the sec::md, 5- ·state, for connection radius, R=9 F!ll~ Choice of a small 

of 7.5 Fm results in a satisfact:)ry agreement for the branching to the 5-

state but leaves a discrepancy of over an order of magnitude for the brand! 

to the 3- state. 

In the second part of this paper (Sees. 3,4,5), we solve.the radial 

SchrBdinger equations for 1=12> and 1=15 waves coupled by the collective octu-

pc,l.f:; vlhr:,.tional field. He; l;h(l'ri th<:t.t the channel coupli.no; has a substantla.l 

eff'•.:::ct -:m ·Yret·-all l;':ll'd.;;r pe~~~t.r3'oi.lity_. but ths.t coupLi.ng d~.r:.s not help much 
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in rerwving tile undersstb:s.te of the 3- intensity for R 2: 7. 5 F:n for the 

para:~'ete1~s 1-.·e :Jsed. It is suggested that neglec:tscl octupole c::l.::e polarization 

in parent nuclear ·Aave functions c!cay be respc;ns:i.f.l}e for the rer.'taining dis-

t p 'd · resent ac~ ress: Lav1rence Re.d.iation Laboratory, Livermore, California 

• 

. i 
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l. Introduction· 

In the first psu:t of the paper we apply shell model rate theory 1) 

d 1 b · t ' · " · t 1 - · · t 212rr"" I 1 an simp e arrler pene raOlJ.l y ca. cular..;lons .o ro. n t 1e second pe.rt 

vie consider the effects of collective octupole coupling betl·7een different 

channels in the alpha decay. 

Macrosc0pic theory in its ordinary form of a particle in a potential 

vlell yields alpha decay rates roughly proportional to a Coulomb barrier 

penetratian fact~Jr arising from tl-,e solution of a separate Schr8dinger 

equation for eachalpha group of given I, value. Prest·:m early .consider;ecl 
2

) 

the effects of considering the c~:mpling ari:>j.ng from the electromagnetic field 

associated with transi Uons betv1een various states of the daughter nucleus, 

these considerations led to sets. of coupled second order linear differential 

equaU.ons. 

The coupling effects have been studied extensively for the rotatianel 

states of deformed nuclei, vlhere such effects are predominantly d11e to the 

large collective E2 trarisition strengths and the small energy differences 

beh1een various. rotational states 3). 

The magnitude of the cc)Llpling terms· for alpha J.'larticle outside the 

r&nge of n11clear forces is uniquely related to the reduced electric transi-

tion probability bet\.1een the stat-::s in question (cf. eq. (6.3) of ref. 3). 

It is vlell kno'dtl that one-body alpha decay theory, even i·ihen a11gr:1ented 

by the treatment of interchannel coupling, is inadequate to explain even the· 

relative intensities of e.lpha dec.s.y to variOILS excited states of daughter 

nuclei 
4). 'l'he "microscopic" or ;;heJl model theoretical app~·oac(; of M::mg ens 
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spllr::d.c::.l nuclei (?,1, Po region) '.·li.t.haut regard. t.o interchannel coupling 5) 
r 

anc1 in spl·leroida2.. nuclei 
0

) 1 taking such c·::JUpling into accou.nt by Fr!:h-.an 's 

It is necessary to specify a nuclear surface. characterizel 

by a radi11s R
0

, where tr.e alpha wave functi:m of the inner region joins that 

of the outer. Fortunately; relative rates of the theory appear usually not 

sensitive to_the exact choice of R0 . 

2. Alpha Rate Theory Neglecting Channel Coupling 

Vle study here a case in the region of spherical nuclei where.the 

shF~ll-modeJ. theoretical method >-Jithout interchannel coupling has difficulty 

with the reJ.ative alpha intensities and r,.1here tl1e results appear sensitive 

to the choice of H
0

• Tllis case is the remarkable super-high-spin isomer of 

212
Po, which we now believe to be spin 18, even P'lrity, on the basis of recent 

shell model c~lculatioris 8). 

Th . t l l h d' . d ~ t' . 't; 9)· f 212m-e experlmen a a p ,a ecay energJ.es an . ln ensl les or -··-pa 

are su!lunarized in Fig. l. 

Th1.s alpha emitter is unusual in that the angular momentum vali1es in 

the alpha decay are so high. Suppose '1-:e take the follm.;ing alpha-nuclear 

l'otential,. r,.1hich is the real part of a potential used for optical model fits 

of alpha eJ.astic scattering 13,ngula.1• distrib.ttions: 

-V . 
0 

. . . . l/3 
r-r A -a 

0 
d 

(1) 

,. 
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vlitl": v
0 

== 35.0 MeV, RJ = 1.17 F:n, a = 2.17 Fm, a.nd d = 0.576 Fm. The resLllt

ing effective potentials in the radial -wave equation for various alpha partial 

· 1 tt .., · "'· 2 Th 1 h d · f. 212m..... - ~ waves are p o eu. ln.t<1.g. -· . ,e a p a '.ecay energy o .Po is .Ll.b5 £-:ev, 

and we see that -we are confronted with the unu.sual sitLlation of the absence 

of an inner classical turning point. for tl1e L == 18 partial 't~ave, because the 

inn~r minimum potential energy is more than 27 MeV. The same is true of the 

lower energy groLtps t') the 3- and 5-· excited stF.:~.tes. 

The alpha-decay barrier \vidth and hence t.arriet penett·abD.i.ty, as 

calculated using realistic optical potent.ials, is curiously undefined. To 

be sure, if vie used a Woods-Saxon nuclear potential -with well depth v
0 

exceed-

ing 50 MeV, the inner turning points would reap_pcar, but the arbitrariness of 

the problem remains.. Optical model analyses for alpha scattering have been 

unable to determine very well the potential in the nuclear 1nterior, becattse 

alpha particles have such short mean free-p:':l.th in huciear matter that alpl19. 

scattering does not sample the nuclear interior but only tl}e surface region. 

During ti1e final stage of writing this paper the thorough alpha 

. . 10 
optical model analysis of Me Fadden and Satchler W3.S pLlblished ) . Their 

-worl\. favors very deep potentials of the order of 200 MeV, and would have used 

their pot,c;ntials if we had kno1m of them earlier 

Let us first apply sirn.ple ~nicl'QScopic alp:·1a decay rate theory without 

chann~l coupling to this case. 

. 200 . . 
For the 3- first excited state of Pb calculations based on the 

( 
. ll 

randorYt phase approxim:-J.t :_on RPA) 0.ave been made by Gillet et al. · ) . The RPA 

method ad.:-:1};:es 2 part1cJ.e-2 hole (2P- 2H) state::-~ into the groun:-J. state -,,3.1/-?: 
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288p, d function of o, an 3P - 3H states into the 3- state function in addit}_::m 

to the lP - lH states. Since the gr~:JUnd state core correlations 1-1ere not 

included in the 
212

mPo "Wave functions
8

) ·.,;e shall use, the use en~ the 203rb 

,,iave f1mctions obtained by usual Tam!:I-Danc·::>ff shell th~ory are more c:msi.ster.t 

in what follows. Two different shell model wave functions for the 3- state 

2ClSPb . ' bl t of 1-1ere av.:n.La e o us. One is calculated by Pinkston
12

)j and another 

is by True and Pinkston13 ). The former could not reproduce the correct energy, 

but in the latter True succeeded in getting a nice agreement by taking into 

acco:mt h1enty lP - Hi configurations. He included 4s
112

, 2g
712

, and 3d
3

/
2 

neutron levels in his particle configurations, while they were neglected in 

. 8 212 
the shell model_ calculations ) on Po. Among the many confj gurati:ns in 

212m·· · t' l b · t J 1 th f 11 · "" ' P':) inv::>lvi.ng ne a JOVe neutr:::m or 1 a .. s on. y e o .ow1.ng iOLLr con.t i gura-

tions can have spin 18: [ (il3/2)2(g7/2)2]' [ (il3/2)2(g9/2g7/2)]' [ (il3/2)2(ill/2g7/2)] 

and [(1 1 ~ :_0 )
2

(dc/2g7/r)]. (Th~ proton configuration is written first, then the 
~..J/'- :;::> c 

· nelltr.on.) Since the amounts of the mixing of those componentr in the isomeric· 

state would surely be very small, >-le may use True's 3- state wave function as 

is for Ollr calculations. To facilitate comparison with earli<:Or alpha rate 

. . . . 14; ( a!.) 
calculations of Zeh ·) 'tie list the principal components >lyo in parent and 

daughter wave functions~ 

-0.810 

+0 .104 

(h9/2)~ (g9/2ill/2)10) 

(h9/2f 7/2) 8 (g9/2 111/2) 10) 
? 2 ' 

(h9/2)~ (ill/2)10) 

+24 small2r' comp·:x1-ents 

.~ 

• 
. I . i 
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+ 1 component ( < . 1) 

'r·· 

• 
.· . I -1 . \ . . , ·.8"' I -1 ... . \ 

+ .171 r •. /?11112/N.- . .~ .. ~.)!<.'lj;i21-T/2 tp .· . J. ~. I .. 
. . . ' . 

. ·. 10r-;l. -l · \ l.1. r-,..,;,.,c_:sn.'~nts- (< U.l) , + '·. ,;II)~ !l)g-:.,1!')/ :II t· -• --'--
, ]j .... j ,_ [j 
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Adopting the approxi:ne.tion of the Sr.13.ll alpha siz~ l i ''11. '- l5) '·' -, ::Pt. - -·1 v . ' y, c; 0 ._ ~ 

the follov:ing expression for the redL<Ced t,~jdth .a'l'.plitLtde Ia at the radius RJ 

. r 
j4+j +J +J . . r · . r . 

x (-) 5 n n w(· ·j .r ''J ·. )1-r(· . .r JJ J L) 
J3 4 nJ' nJ5 . J n p n 

(2) 

where C is a constant independent of nuclear structure) R. (a) 
1 . 

is the val11e 

. of the i-th particle 1-1ave ftmctlon at the Te.dius R;[j
1

) stands for 2j
1

+1; and 

Nij is 

Nij = :.r2 for i I= j 

·,. 

-· l for i = j 
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We hav~ used for numerical talculatian the radial wave functions of 3lomqvist 

. ' 1 ' ~ l' 16 ) ' t - t d" "-R" o·r·' '9·"' "'"'·. ~· lt "" an:J .. ,an_tYJ!'l1 evauw. ·ea a· a rG .. lUS - __, ,."' Tne re.su_ .;3 01 our 

numer:l cal calctllations ace summarized i.n Table I. 

The usual definition of barrier pt:netr<1.bility factor is 

F and G are "the regular and i.rregular Coulomb 

funct:i.ons, or their ccint i.nuatl.ons in the pres(;ncc=! of a nuclear potential. Ii'or 

our cases · F2 . << G2
1 

d F2 . ; d L an 
1 

lS 1gnore . The first order 'i-IKB approximation for 

this penetrability is as follows: 

where 

2 kL 
l/Gr.,(R0 ) ~ ~ 

L [ 

Rt 21l(V -Q) ] 
exp -2~ tiL de·. 

(21l(VL(R)) -' Q)Jl/2 

(3) . 

We define a "zeroth order" penetrabili. ty factor differing in that it drop.:; the 

pre~- exponential factor, 'Which has a troublesom·~ .-> ingulari ty as a feature of th: 

f1rst order WKB approximation at the inner classical turning point. Th11s our 
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rra'ole I. Shell-T1Iodel Tl.<eoretical Alph3. Reduced Transitio:-1 Natri.x Ele!nent;; arcd 
and their squares. (Raiius S=9.5 fm) 

L 

13 

'-7 208Pb (3w)(ref.12) 15 

208 
'-7 Pb ( 3 - ) (ref . 13 ) 15 

17 

19 

21 

208 . . . 
--~, Pb ( 5- )(ref. 13 )_ 13 

15 

17 

19 

21 

23 

0.309 

-0.2039 0.0416 

-0.0720 ·0.0052 

+0.0326 0.0011 

+0.0005 . 0.0000 

-0.0000 0.0000 

+0 .3281-~ 0.10713 

+0.0156 0.0002 

-0.0020 0.0000 

+0.0001 0.0000 

-0.0001 0.0000 

.intrinsically :f"orb i.dde:r. 

# 
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barrier penc:trability factm• disUnguish<::d o;;; the superscript zer:::>, is si:::.ply 

the exponential function of argum2nt t'.:ic-~e the \·i1CB inte6ral fron mlt~er tu.::-nL;g 

point Rt to the radius R. 

(0) .. [ Rt 21-L(VL-Q)l 
PL (Q, R) -· exp -2f R --ti -J 

"Where VL 1.s the st.tm of coulomb and nuclear potentials, as follm:s: 

2 2 . 2 
2Ze + 11 (Tt+ 1/2) 

r · 2 
21J.r 

'Wi t\1 VN(r) as defined by Ec-1. (l), 'With the same parameters (35 NeV Nl.tclear 

Potential) as .used fo1· Fig. 2. In Table II are given the penetrability factors 

according to Eq. (!~) for all possible partial "Waves to the Ot., 3··, and 5- states 

of 
20

'
3
Pt, evalnatcd at sevl':ral v:od.ue:3 of the l01.;er limLt R. Also e;i.v,=n are 

212 
S-'t~ave penetraoilities fCJr Po ground state decay. To give some feeling for 

the uncertainties in absolute. penetrabili ties associated with our uncertainties 

about the nuclear potential, ~.Je give in Table III a fe11 penetrability values 

calculated iiHh the deeper potential finally chosen by Poggenbu.rg for hi.s 

theoretical calculations 
6

). (v
0 

= -74.0 HeV, r 0 = 1.17 Fm, a = 1.6 Fm, and 

d = 0. 565 F!n, are the parameters for eq. (l).) In what follo1:s ,,,e shall use 

only the p·::netrabili ties of Table II. 

B d ... . . , ' , , . d ' 2 t' . l d '- . y e.1.1nltion o:t tne rea.Lt~er~ ·,n tn 'Y- ne partla ecay raues are g1.ven 
L 

.. by 
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Tabl.r-:; ~J 

J; 

"Zt~eD r. h- 'J~'df~: ... - t .. ;~·:B n lx:,rrier pen-..: tr··1 ti·Jrt f~i(: ·:.., ·:Jr :3 '-t t V8.t' i~XlS r3.:1E V _ ")'.; ·-r-11 
o-~j''''"'. 

---

Q (i·l2V) lr R
0

(m)6 7 
·'2 

7-5 8 0 -/. J •· 
------ ----- ------

Is·:;~ner De::a,;' 

11.906 18 6. ~~40 (- 2ll ) 9.725(-22) 7-338(-21) 4 . 3 9)~ (- 29 ) '::) ?0") (- '1 _;::;) 
./ • -.// --·~I 

9-291 15 l.98lf(-25) 1.245(-23) 6.310(-23) 2. 591( -22) 2.497(-2:)) 

9·291 17 2.867(-23) 3 .023(-26) 2.CioLf(-25) l. 513 ( -21+) ).240(-22) 

9.291 19 3.143 (-31) 7 .850(-29) 7.846(-23) '6.281~(:-27) 2.899(-24) 

9.291 21 2 · 598 (-3 lf) 1.262(-31) l. 732(-30) 1.883(-28) 1.837( -26) 

8.720 13 3 . o6o ( - 21f ) 9.832(-23) 3·533(-22) 1.026( -21) 4.784(-20) 

8.720 15 5.474(-27) 3 .609( -25) 1.895 ( -24) 8.080(-'-21~) 8.655(-22) 

8.720 17 7 .612(-30) 1. 006 ( -27) 7.1+25(-27) 4. 41fG ( -26) 1.041(-23) 

8.720 19 7.897(-33) 2. 01+8 (-30) 2.09lf(-29) 1.721(-28) 8 .359( -25) 

3.720 21 ,- ( --) 
G • 091 - )~) 3. 061 (- 33) I ?0r~( ··0) 4. __ , __ )(_ - )•- 1+. 770 (- 31) 4. 9'2-3 (- 23) 

8.720 23 < (-33) 3 -397( ·-36) 6.467(--35) 9.642( -34) 2.091(-30) 

Ground St<tte Dec.;::-1 

8.729 0 * * -)(· * 4.295(-14) 

* -14 
Penetraoili ty at inner t11rning point of 9.124 Fm is 2. 706 10 -· 
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Table 3 
"Zeroth-order-WKB" barrier penetration factars at inner t.p. and 9-5 Fm v

0 
=. 7tf.O Y:eV. 

% = 11.906 MeV 

R0(l"m) 

i .t.p. 
PL 

L=lB 8.368 3~209(-19) 

9A5 8,305(·18) 

L:::l3 

L=l5 

L=l7 

L=l9 

L=21 

L=23. 

L~:O 

R
0

(Fm) 

i.t.p. 

8.573 

9.5 

8.374 

9-5 

8.087 

9-5 

7-5* 

9-5 

PL 

1.898( -21) 

2.217(-20) 

1.100( -22) 

2.901(-22) 

3. 265( -26) 

2.615(-24) 

2 -932( -28) 

1.668( -26) 

Qa = 8 .(20 MeV 

R0 (F~) 
i.t;p. 

8. 712 6.196(-21) 

9-5 4 218( -20) 

8.551 5-978(-23) 

9-5 7 .697( -22} 

8.349 }.168( -25) 

9-5 9·334(-24) 

8.053 8.455(.;.28) 

9-5 't. 75t~ (-26) 

7-5 6.799(-31) 

9-5 4.534(-28) 

7-5 5-970(-34) 

9-5 1.912(-30) 

* Inner turning point is < 6. 0 Fm for the L = 21 and L = 23 .'Waves. 

9.220 2. 493( -l'-1) 

9-5 . 3 . 596 ( -1l.~) 

I 
!--' 

·!--' 
I 

c: 
0 
;JJ 
L-
1 

!--' 
C\ 
\fl 
V! 
!--' 
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2 2 
'e-lL - ;T 2:yk 

~(0) T •'-

.~ 
.w l.J L 

= "' ---
~1 (F~+G~) "' fl. -L ( ~' ) ) ' 

or are proportional t. o the _nrcduct ·Of -vT2 
fro!:'. Table I, PT(o) at 9-5 F':!l in th~ 

, .w. .w 

last collt:!m. of Tatle II, and the '•lave number, 1<'1.,. It is readily seen tbat 

the theory predicts that partial .,.;aves of higher L. than the .lowest value 

a.:::·e never more than a fer.-~ tenths 'Jf a percent. If. i·le ignore higher partial 

waves, the theory predicts an alpna intensity ratio as folloT,:s at R ·of. 9.5 

Fm: 

,1_(18-t -} 3-) 
I (18+ -> 0) 

-5 . -4 
- 4. 0 X 10 (ref. 13), or 3. 2 x 10 (ref. 12) 

to be compared 'I-Ii th the experi!ltental ratio of 1.0 x 10-
2

. 

In similar, fashion .,,e get theoretically the follm~ing: 

I tl8+ L'}J 5-) . 3 I l8+ 4 Ot) = l. 5 X 10- (ref. 13) 

-2 
t0 be compared id th the experimental ratio of 2.1 x 10 . 

Bef'Jre w·2 tu~·n to channel c~mpling in an attempt to understand these 

ser ioas · discrepanc :.es, let us conside1· the effect of a s:::aller connection racUus · 

"R". Becau.se of· the very· high L values involved .. there is a considerable 

"'"'n-::i.tl'':rl·~y t.o "R" f .. o:r· .._,n"' "'"'e'{c'-ea~ {rt ... ~nsi"y ,..at{os ~- ~- v - • • c. __ .1:'- Q,_ v ~- vt. _._ _ _ ~ •. Using Blomqvist-\·!ahlborn 

radial functiot'ls far R == 7.5 Fm instead of·9.5 Fm and otherwise the sar::e para::1.-

eterS ·S.~ f8r calcu.le..~ . .:.ons o·f Te .. ble I, ~.;e find only !P .. ocler:::.t~ .. cl1e.nges in tn·= re.ti.~.) 

2 I .., 13 - ) I 2 ( . .., :8 \ 1 \ L>" -7 ")- y J::+ -;, ().;. I 

=~f. €:Jing :~cor:1. 9.5 F:n.tQ·7.5 

there is an increese of 16~. 
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"'· 
By inspection of Table II one sees that U:e :::-elative values of barr.i.er 

penetrability change very markedly for a similar· change of R. He get the 

··• following revised theoretical iritensity ratios at R = 7.5 Fm 

~18+ -:4 3- -4 
..:..;::;.=--"""""-'--f-o- "' l. 0 x 10 · (ref. · 13) r,o -:4 "' 

-0+ 
or 

1.3 x. 10-3 (ref. 12) 

I
1

,., 13 
5 0+ '-7 -

I . 
18-t -> O.r 

~ 1.9 X 10-
2 

(ref. 13) 
\ 

We see that the latter theoretical intensity ratio (decay to 5-) is 

completely in agreement '.·ti th experiment for R =' 7 ~ 5 Fm, but the theoretical 

relative intensity to the 3- state is still one or b:o orders of magnitude 

too small, depending on •t~hich daughter 1-1ave functions are used. 

Note also that in the paper of GlenC~.enning 
' 8 
and Harada ) that the 

microscopic alpha rate calculations gave too large an isomeric decay rate 

relative to grou..rvi decay rate, i.e., a dlscrepancy factor of 45 at R = 9.5 

fu and l·S at ·R 9.0. R ' . ~ ' 1 3) ~ . ' . .as!l'.ussen nas g2. ven r o:cmu_as I or m:.crosccuJ.c 
I . -

tl1eor~' "T,.,'it!-~ R inside the inner turning point; usinc this approacb. e..nd con-

sidering roughly tl:1at the effective penetra"oi1ity factor is constant at· 

2 '7 X 10-14 ., 
• I !Or gt0und decay for P. < 9.12~- F!'r1 (see Table II), perfect 

:::ent 
' ,· .... ,_. f 2 

assumea ~ne ra~1os o ~ ·valueS ta 

~,.. . ., .. 
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Ths indicationa are that a joining rjdius R in the nei~hborhood of 

7.5 - 8.5 F~ is ~ore nearly correct ~ith the shell-model nuclear wave ftm~tion~ 

emplayed. However, even <lith R values in this vicinity the underestimate of 

dece.y inten.::;ity to ti1e 3- state is seriol_ls. 0Lu· dj fficulty is probably consist-

ll+ 
ent '>tith ti1e results ) of Zf:;h, \·tho four:J for- sew:cal C!..l!nb:i.nati_·.:ms of unm.ixed 

shell-model initial and f'inal states that the theoretical fraction of alr~ha 

decay to the 3- was too low. T<IO of his three co:nbinations giving agreement 

with them·y are only minor contributors in the ccir,figm·ation mixed \>lave func-

tions 11e used, but one, namely !(h9/2 )~p(g9/2\1;2\0N)lg initial and 

l cS/
2

h
9
;

2
>p fj_nal would be given large '\·Ieight in oi.n· 1-1ave functions. Perhaps 

··the main reason onr discrepancy is less vii th the early fewer-term 3- ',lave 

function of ref. 12 is that the I -1 
ct3; 2h9/2 )p confignration has a larger 

relative amplitude in that case. 

.. ~ 

• 

.. 
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3. Alpha Rate Theory i·7i.th ElectromB.gnc_,-:-:.ic Coupling 

·He propose here to exrJlore t'l1e possioility that interc'rcarmel conp1ing 

due to the collective elc:ctric octupole transition in 
208

Pb affects sie:nificaeltly 

the theoretical decay rate to the 3- state. 1.1e ccmsider at first only the ti·IO 

cha.nneJs .e :o: 18 and' 2 "'' 15. The -w.c·we f11.nc tl.on is of form 

'I'M = u 

H. 
'Where X j is the daughter nuclear -v1ave fu.nction and Yt is the spherical lw.rmonl c 

of the alpha angular position. Upon substitution into the Schrl::ldinger equation 

and integration over all variables except r ~<e get the follOl,•ing coupled radial 

equations to be solved: 

(consider r ;c 12 Frn .• i.e., alpha outside the range of nuclear fol'ces) 

1>1here 

2 
d 1118 
--2-
dr 

r 
I 
i 2i,.L <' 2 
L 

(6a) 

(6b) 

is r times tl1e radial function of the 2th partial ;,·ave, ~L is 

ti1e reduced ~:1ass, Q.2 is the decay energy. The E3 rednced transition probabi 1-

.' 18 4 2 6 
ity, B(E3) is calc:1lated ) to be 4.8 x 10· e Fm from the ex~~rimentally 

.measLU'Cd LaLf life of 3 X l0-
11 

sec fGr the 3- state. The 'electro!;'.~tgnetiC! 
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coupling C''J:lstc'tnt, K03' is given 3 ) in general for distances r > E
0 

as 

A. 
K_eJ £III (r) 

f f 

I 

2e [ (2 2+ l) (2.£ 1 + 1) 47r(2If+l )iL, 
. . lf 

r"-+l (2/vJ l) 

(EA.) ]l/2 
I -) f 

(7) 

Following eq. (12) later ~e discuss the choice of sign associated with 

the [ B(EA.)] l/2 . l-Ie cboose the m.ethod l9) of inVJard nu:Y,erical integratior~ '.>ith 

boundary conditions at large distance restricted t)y the experiment relative 

intensities. Ncme of the usual analytical appro:xi!aations to solution of these 

equations seerns suitable, since the diagonal energy differences become lart;8 

on either side of t;he crossover distance. Therefore, ~·ie ha.ve chosen to carry 

out nwnerical integrations by the Runge-Kutt9. method using the IBM-7091+ compLiter 

of the Lr:tvlr'=nce Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley. 'l'he co!'nplete set of four 

linearly independent solutions is computed by ·the four boundary conditions at 

40.') :Fm given in Tal)le IV. The qH9.ntities, G
1 

and F'L' of COLLI's':;, denote the 

stanc~ard. irregular and regular coulomb functions, respectively, >·!ith the argu-

~nents 1') and p 5.ppro:pri:itf.: to the dec8.y en·a·gy i.n each case. The genere.l 

solution may be expressed as a linear co~nbir:ation of these basis solutions. 

i 
I 
! 

I 
I I, 

*" I 
j 

- 1 

l 
l 
l 
l 
i r 
I 
! 
j 
i: 
I 
j· 
l: 
l' 

I 
j: 

i' 

' ' I' 
i 
.I 
j 
I 
I· 
i '. ' 

L 
i 
I 
I 

I' 
j; 
I· 
l 
!. 
I 

5 ! 
\ 

.. 
,, 
I 

I 
I. 
I 
J· 
I, 

I 
I. 
I' 
I; 
i 
1' 

~4 
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Table 4 

B8Lmda.cy Condi tic.ns fo:: V:e Coupled ~QLtations 
==========~~== ======== 

Set I .Set II 

dul8 
k dG18 dF 

1~18~ dR 1~ dp 

u15 0 0 

0 0 

Set III 

0 

0 

G15 

Set IV 

0 

0 

F 
15 

k dF15 
1~ 

ap 

The desired s8lutiaris for the alpha decay pr•,lblem behave asymptotice.lly 

like outgoing coul8mb i·:aves, although there may be additional phase shifts :\
8 

and o
15 

arising from the coupling. That is, 

(Sa) 

(8b) 

The solutions ace to be joined at the nuclear surface with quasi-

stationary state solutions, in 1-1hicll the real components vastly d::;minate ove:::-

the imaginary components. 
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Let us denote the components of t~e bs.sis set of solutions as u~~)' 

Then the above condi tion:o at the nuclear surface are 

esscnti8.lly expressed by the equatioas fCJr toth L values setting the 

irn.aginary components to. zero, 

I ( ) A[ . ~ (I)(R ) a (II)(R )) m ~ = s1n u 18LL 0 + cos u 13 LLL 0 

0 (9) 

The other two equations necessary to solve for the four real quantities· A,B,o
18

, 

and t\
5 

!nay be either snpplied near the nuclear sul'face by a microscopic nuclear 

mod·-~1, or in the approach we use a largo:;-dis~ance boundary conditicm r;_xed by 

experi!l'lental alpha decay rates. 

Let 1-.
18 

and ~-.15 be the partial dect.o.y con:;tants (sec -l) for the t\-:o 

alpha groups. Then we equate the constants to the probability fhi.x tlu:·ough a 

sphere at large R. 

* 4rr~~ 
"-18 u18 1-l i dr u,g (lOa) 

* 4<rr n. d 
"-15 ul5 --- ul5 1-l i dr 

(lOb) 

Sub;;titu.t2.ng from Eqs. (3) into Eqs. (lOa) and (lOb) e"nd using the asy:nptotic 

fonas for t~·ie COillorr~b functions ~1c obtain 

(lOc) 

• 



.. 

where 

k . 
2 fl 15 

4r:B --
1-1 
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(lOb) 

and are the velocities of the respc:ctive alpha grc:ups at 

infinity. From ti.1e experi.mental values of A.'s 8.r~d v' s ~~e calculate 

A 2.2 X 1.0-12Fm -l/2 

lO -l3:F'rn -l/2 B = 2.3 X 

4. Alpha Rate The":~ry Including Electromagnetic and Nuclear Force Coupling 

If -we vlish to continue the alpha -wave functions into the region of the 

nuclear force field, we must make more specific assum;Jti.ons abou.t models. 

A. 
As to the electric 2 -pole coupling terms,, 'lie r..ight assume the ::;ou.rce 

currents to be on a sphere in the nuclear surface region. Then the coupling 

-t...-1 
potential -with radial dependence of r outside joins continuously at the 

A. 
sphere to an r dependence inside. 

The most f1mdamental form of nuclear potential for the alpha particle 

v1ould SLL'11 over varj_ous nucleon-nucleon co·~3rdinatcs. in a microscopic fashion. 

A simpler approximate procedure that may be realistic for collective !!shape 

vibrational'' state~; 1-JOitld be to describe the alpha-nuclear potential in te!·m:o 

f - " .L. • 1 u d. t c . d . t' ., 208p o co.ucCulVe s::.ape C":lor lila es. onsl er ln 11e case or band an alpha 

particle a shape-dependent nuclear potential 

V~(r,e,q;,CJ..z.v) = R(~ )l 
u. ) o·- rr- t} ,q;,a3v 

l+~AP . I 

l d J 

(lla) 
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R
0

[ 1 + 2:::x .. Y
3 

* (e ,¢) 1 
)V V 

v 

UCRL-L))5l 

(llb) 

208 
We consider th~ first -excited 3- state ·of Pb as the first octilp::Jle 

20 
shape o:>cillation e:<citation and have earlie.:: d.erived ) the cDupled radial 

. t 2~p equations for alpha decay for the ground s ~ate of o. These equations V"' 

modified for the case of the high spin isomer calculations of this paper. In 

' . 21\ 
the course of writing this paper "We noted toat Tamur·a has gl ven ) very compre-

henslve and general formulations of the problem. Asj_de from differences in 

notation 'We find our formulas identical to the appropriate special cases of 

his. H0.nce, vie shall refer for derivations to 'Tamura's "Work. 

To include the niJc lear potential coup ling j_n our eqs . ( 6a) and ( Gb) 

it is only necessary to add to the ~lectromagnetic coupling term (6c) the 

hue lear coupling term given by Tamura's eq. (27), '3.lthouch >~8 must mu.~ti.ply 

by l
.£-£' = (-)(l-£'~2 his coupling matrix element 1 since "We use ordinary 

• .rn £. m 
spherical harmonics 'i£ and he uses i Y£ 

£-£' 
(- )-2-( £jll V 

1
1 £ 1 j 1 1 1

) = 
coup 

In our :::.p~.;cial case of eqns. (6), the alpha spin S is zero; t::1e mLtltip0larity 

f... = 3; .e = j = 18; l' = ,i' = 15; the total angular nomen turn J = l,S; the final 

nuclear spin states are I = 0, I' = 3; the tensorial rank t 1 is c·:msidered. 

1'herefore, b~r Tamura's eq. (29.2), assu:ning the 2£' therein is a 

.. 



·' 

.. ~ 
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A ( 13 18 0 , 15 15 3 3 18 o) 

{ 
3, }l/2 

~ i 4rr~7 (18 15 OOI30) 

The Racah coefficient in Tamura 1 s equat:i_on for OIJ.r~ case has a zero as one 

argmnent, and \ve replaced it above by the eqLti valent algebraic factor. 

. . . 22) 
In Bohr 1 s rn.odel of j_rrotational vibrati;jns ·of a. 1miformly charged 

spherical nucleus, the reduced electric matrix elements are given in terms 

of surface phonon oscillator constants. Frorn. this relationship we can express 

the reduced matrix element as foll.m·IS: 

I (I\\ Q._(l)\\1 I) 12 
3 

(2I+l)B(E3; I -~ r 1
) ( lrn 3 ) 

2 

\3ZeRe 

where Re is ti1e radiuG of the equivalent Ltniformly chu.rg,:;d splk:r·;:; (~7. 5 Fm). 

This eqLtation differs from that of Tamm:a 1 s 
21 ) footnote .l8a only by the 

squared factor. 

His v~1 )(r) is given in his eq. (13.1); in our case the nu~J.ear 
potential is purely real and becorn.·~s just the first ter·m of his eq. (13.1). 

Thus '.:e take v~l) (r) as just R
0 

ti.mes ti:c:: first radial det'i veti ve of. the real 

Woods-Saxon potential designated V ; the coupling terr:t :;.s very nearly a 
nuc 

Gaussia.n peal~.inc; on the nucleax sut'facr::. 

·Fihally, comllin.ing the abo,-e E:XIJressions we get the nucle9.!' couplin; 

ter~n to add to t'ne electrc•magnetic cou.pHng ter::t '.)f 01.1r eq. (Gc) 
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I )2 Lf'iT 

(3ZeR~ -y[:S(E3; 
· I \1j:::> 
]/:::> 71 ' -

0 ~ 3 ) J . -l ~ . 7 ) ( 13 15 JO i 3 J) , ( 12) 
' 

';·!here 11e insert a· factar -y to allm.; for passible devic:Ltions fram the vibra-

tional r.1odel. 

It should be understood that the relati onsbip betv1een 13 (EA.) and the 

electric coupling matrix element in (6c) is exact in the long-·,.,ave-length lir.1it. 

(If the distances over which the alpha-nuclear coupling is effective are not 

small compared to the •·mve length of the photon of energy equal to the nuclear 

transition energy, ti1en a m0re car.1plicated expressi·::m based .on a retarded 

potential >wald be necessar;y. For our case t'ne reduced wave length X of a 2.G15 

MeV pl1oton is 75 Fm and intearati.ons '.-Jere carried only fro!Tl !10 F'm im~ard.) Hm-1-

ever, the relationship of eq. (12) is rrwdel-depenclent, deper:ding on the assLunp

tion that the 3- excitation of 
208

Pb is an octnpole oscillation of a nuclear 

fluid of cons tr1nt pr0L·,:h-to-ncutt·an ratio. The fact0r -y might be less than 

unity if th~ micrascopic description gave a predominant share br excitation to 

protons, and, conversely, the factor -y could be greater than 1.tnity if the 3-

excitation was predaminantly neutron-excitation. 

We note that tile signs of the nuclea::- and the electromagnetic coupling 

. terms are ev2rj":lher·e opposite to one anot~<er. This res:ll t ac~~orc1s •.<i th the 

qLia.litat.lv<:; argu:nent tl:.at an ':!Xcursion of the nuclear surfEl.ce .tu;.;ard t.he alpl~a 

near the nucleus prod:.tces a locvered nuclear potential energy and a more rspul.,. 

sive electrostatic potential energy. 

sq1.tere root of :S(E3) in 2q3. (7) and (12). In secti::m 2. of thi~> pa~)er <ie ;ave 

.,. 

' i 



.. 
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tr!e micr:Jscopic "\lave functi :Jns used. for the 3- state of 
208

Pb. The choice 

of overall sign 01 these wave functi or. s is c O!Llplet ely arbitrary. Hm-;c:ver, 

once tile choice is :nade tl.:e sign of tte el.ectric oct.0.pole :c1atrix .ele!~•::nt is 

fixed, deten1ining the s:i.gn of the cou.pll.tcg ter:n of eq. (12); also tl1e choi c·.= 

fixes thr::: sign of the reduced alpha \·lidth to the 3- statet Hith OLLl' arbitrary 

choice of phases for the parent 13-t and. daughter 3- i·lave function as listed in 

the £irst section, the 

tate the plus sign for 

-y 
1 

values have tl.te signs shOim in Table I and 
Q', 

the electric octupole matrix ele!aent [B(E3) ]1
/

2 

we must 

in eqns. 

(7) and (12). Thus, the final theoretical results of a coupled-equation calcu-

lation with the microscopic boundary condition are, as they must be, independent 

of choice of phase of the shell model ivave fimctions . 
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5. Numerical Solutions of Coupled.Eq_uations 

He nm< present tr-12 .!'esults 0f inward nu:r~erical integ~ations of the 

t\·IO c:mpled radial eqs. (6), vlhere the coupling ~natrix element K
03 

is the 

Sll!T, of el€!ctro!':lagnetic (eq. (7)) and nucleir (eq. (12)) terms. The nLlc1ear 

potential of eqs. (11) ~~as used -withV0 = 35.0 HeV, d.-= 0.576 Fm, and 

R
0 

= 9.10 Fm. A model-dependence facbr · -y 0f 2. 7 was used in order to see 

the effect of very str0ng surface c0upling. A second calculation was made 

1, and a third •·11th v0 = 14.0 MeV, d = 0.565'Fm, and R0 = 8.53 Fm 

and -y 
·.· . -4 

.2. 7 as above. The electric coupling term .has radial dependence r · 

t ... d R 7 5 Fm d 3 . ; d. ( f T. I (1- l) )' ou Sl e · .· . ·' an r lnSl e; c . amura s eq. ) . . 
e 

The boundary ~onditions of Table IV were used, and the resulting 

• a!llpli tudes near. the nuclear sm·face for the four linearly independent basis 

solutions are given in· Tables V, VI, and VII. In the absence of coupling, 

solutions It and IV based 0n the regular solutions should be extremely small, 

and indeed ~auld not be calculated by in-ward iirtegration, since raunding 

errors would grm< exponentially in. the barrier region. HOvlever J \·lith coupling 

present the variations of ~agnitude of all 'Wave amplitudes is not so great, 

and the significance of the final results should n0t be ser.lou.sly altered by 

rcmnding err:xs. The progra~ was checked by running calculaticms with coupling 

tnrned off and de::-,andi.ng that solutions based on tr.e .,..eg'llar ::c c0uloc.1b functian - - - L 

boundary conditions be much less than thase based on irregular GL. 

U · .._,_ · "" l d t f 212mP · .-1 d 3 · Slng <-lle exper1men"a .ecay ra es o . o to grouDu. an - :::;t.ate and· 

eqs • (lOc) 1 ( lOd), and ( 9) 'lie s'Jl Ve for the phase shifts due to coupling. There 

iiJith ~ 0° ana" - 2'1.3°10.' ~·l~h ~1-~o. vl):.::;; . . " 0 18 = - ""~ v 'J ?- ·· 

... 
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'I'he phase shifts are essentially the sa:r,e for tLe calCL:.lation i·li th different 

V 
0

, for the phase shifts are mainly dete~'T..ined oy· cou.pling str-2ngt~1. ancl. 

potential energies in the vicinity of t:1e outer classir.al tltrning point. 

Hlth these phases we calculate the real parts of the acceptable 

soluttcns by the appropriate linear combination of basis solutions as 

follO>IS: 

(13) 
(III) (IV) 

+ B( ur:, . cos o
15 

- .ut· sin o15J 

0 \ 
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Table .5 
'" 

Basi.s sets. wave axplitudes, 2 ~he.nnel case. 

'Y = 2.7, vo = 35.0 MeV ·::l.:;; 

B. c.* L Radius 6.1 Fm 7.1 8.1 9.1 10.1 

I 18 -5.6182x1011 ~ . 10 
-5 .S2b9xl0 -7.0773xl09 -6. 31+28x1o8 -6. 7685xlO 7 

18 3 .6619.><:10
11 ~ 4 10 4 / 4 9 . 8 7 

II ).b02 xlO~ .ol3 xlO 4-.4617xl0 4 .4133xl0 

1'1 12 
1. 5828.x1011 10 

4.5038xlo
8 

III 18 1.2860xl0 -- 1. 26)lfxl.O 1.1994x10 

IV 18 -1. 7562><10
10 

-1. 72S4xlo9 -2 .1616x1o
8 

-1. 6y(IJ.x10 7 -6 .1319><10 
6 

I 15 2.7410x10
11 

3-9089><10
10 5. 9LJ.l.Ox1o9 4 .6l+lJ.8xl08 

l.6724xl0 7 

II 15 -1. 7865x1o
11 -2.5477xlo

10 
-3.8719><109 8 

-3. 0255x10 · -1. o84lJ.xlO 7 

III 15 -6 .IJ.028;d0 12 
-9.1594x10 

ll -l.1+368xlO 
ll 

-l.506lxlo10 -'1.63tJ.6x1o9 

IV 15 8. 741J.Sxlo9 1.2509><109 l.9624x_lO 
8 

2.0577x107 . 6 
2.2)46xlO 

*· Boundary conditions, see Table IV. 
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Table 6 

Basis sets, '.·18.v_~_ am~lit~.0es, 2 channel case. 

.... 
"Y = 1.0; V O· = 3 5 . 0 1·1e V 

B. c. L 6.1 7.1 8.1 9.1 10.1 

I 18 -2.259 (ll) -2.300 (10) -3.622 (9) -5.415 (8) -6.6n (7) 

II 18 1.473 (11) 1.500 (10) 2.362 (9) 3.533 (3) 4.315 (7) 

III· 18 3.173 (12) 3.195 (11) 1~.500 (10) . 4.027 (9) 1.553 (8) 

IV 18 -4.330 (9) -~~ .360 (8) 
I ' 

.. 6.139 (7) -5.485 (6) -2.098 (5) 
I 

I 15 6.1+66 (10) 9.708 ( 9) 1.700 (9) 1.572 (8) 5.847 (6) 

II 15 -4.212 (10) -6.)25 (9) -1.107 (9) -1.021 (8) -3.71+6 (6) 

III 15 -1.905 (12) -2.953 (11) -6.321 (10) .,-1.143 (10) -1.594 (9) 

IV 15 2.602 (9) 4.034 (8) 8.636 (7) 1.563 (7) 2.1[9 (6) 

======· ... --

) 
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Table 7 
I 

· Basis sets, ',.Jav:: amplitudes, 2 channel case. ·' 

1 = 2.7 v = 0 . 74.0 MeV 

B. C. ·L 6.1 7.1 8.1 9.1 10.1 "'Ii:;. 

I 18 -8.2561 (10) -5.7765 (10) -l.C:831 (10) -7.28:51 (8) /' 8738 ("') -0, I ~ I 

II 18 5.3812 (10) 3. 7650 (10) 7.0916 (9) 4.7507 (8) 4.4857 (7) 

Ill 18 1.9023 (12) . 1.3343 (12) 2.5390 (11) l. 2849 ( 1()) 3.6252 (8) 

IV 18 -2.5980 (9) -1.8222 (9) -3.4677 (8) -l. 7541 (7) -4.9300 (5) 

I 15 2.9143 (10) 4. 774l.f (10) 1.0307 (10) 5-1116 (8) 1.3568 (7) 

II 15 -1.8995 (10) -3.1118 (10) -6.7180 (9) -3.3297 (8) -8.7831 (6) 

III 15 -6.7788 (ll) -1.1043 (12) -2 .35l.tO (11) -1.6049 (10) -1.6605 ( 9) 

IV 15 9-2580 (8) 1.5028 (9) 3.2149 (8) 2.1925 (7) 2.2701 (6) 

:) 
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'I'ables 8, 9, and 10 give the values of the real parts of the L=l8 and 

L=l5 coupled alpha ',·/aves at \rario:1s radial distances for the h-10 phase choices 

satisfying experimental intensities and for the three different choices of 

nuclear potential parameters. 

R 

6.1 Fm 

7-1 Fm 

8.1 Fm 

9-1 Fm 

10.1 Fm 

Table 8 

Real part of alpha v1ave amplitL<des near the nucleus for 
v0 _= 35.0 HeY and "Y = 2. 7. 

518 = 33°10' 018 :: 213 °10 I 

515 A:1 0° 815 ~ 0° 

Re ( - \ 
u18' Re (u15) Ratio I 

I 
Re (u18). Re ( u

15
) 

1.49 (0) -1.18 (0) -1.26 l 4. ~~3 (o) -1.77 (o) 
I 
i 

1.35 (-1) -1.08 (-1) -1.25 4.25 ( -1) -}.14 ( -1) 

1.79 (-2) -1.43 (-,2) -1.24 5.50 (-2) 4.87 (-2) 

9.60 (-4). -2 .2Lf (-3) -O.Lf29-: 
i. 

4.56 (-3) -4.68 (-3) 
I 

-7.89 ( -5) -3-32 ( -1+) -0.238; 
I 

2.82 ( -4) -4.20 (- 4) 
i 

Ratio 

-2.51 

-1.37 

-1.13 

-0.97 

-0.67 



R 

6.1 Fm 

7.1 :F'm 

8.1 F'm 

9.1 Fm 

10.1 Fm 
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Table 9 

Real part of alpha •ciave a:npli:.u.d=.:s near the nucleLtS for 

Re (u18) 

1.35 (-1) 

1.30 (-2) 

8.2 ( -4) 

-2.09 (- 4) 

-1.43 ( -4) 

v0 "" -35.0 lvieV ancl "'/ = 1.0 

======~======== 
518 = 33°10' 018 = 2n°1o' , . 

515 "" 0° 515 ~ 0° 

Re (u15) Ratio ! Re (u18) Re (ul5) Ratio 
l 

-2.67 ( -1) -0.51 i 1.29 
! 

(b) -6.07 (-1) -2.12 

-4.25 (-2) -0.306; 1.34 (-1) -9.35 (-2) -1.43 

-1.00 (-2) +0.082\ 
i 

1.98 ( -2) -1.90 (-2) -1.04 

-2.22 ( -3) +0.094: 2.07 ( -3) -2.94 (-3) -0.70 
; 

-3.51 (- )_~) +0.4011-: 2.12 (-4) -5.19 ( -4) -0.408 
! 
I 

- i 

i 
i 

.. 
' I 

I 
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Ta'ble 10 
v0 = -~~~,-0 r'rev s.:-1d ,. = 2.7 

018 "" 33 °10 I 518 ::: 213 °101 

') 015 R$ 0° 515 ~ 0° 

R Re (u18) Re (u15) Ratio Re (il}_8) Re ( 1115) Ratio 

6.1 2.18 (-1) -8.00 (-2) :-2.72 6.54 (-1) -2.32 ( -1) -2.82 

7.1 1.68 ( -1) -1.28 (-1) -1.31 4. 4L~ (-1) -3.80 ( -1) -1.17 

8.1 2.99 ( -2) -2.69 (-2) -1.11 8.71 (-2) -8.11 (,-2) -1.07 

9.1 8.40 (-4) -2.35 ( -3) -0.36 4.68 (-3) -5.05 (-3) -0.93 

10.1 -9.65 ( ""5) -3.69 ( -4) .o.26 1.56 ( -4) -4.19 ( -4) -0.37 

11.1 -1.934 ( -5) . -4.91 ( -5) 0.34 1.06 ( -5) -5.02 ( -5) -0.21 

12.1 -2.91 (-6) -7.26 (-6) o.l+6 1.21 (-6) -7.28 (-6) -0.17 

13.1 -4.88 ( -7) -1.24 ( -~) 0.39 1.92 ( -7) -1.24 (-6) -0.16 

11+.1 :-9·36 (-8) -2.40 (-7) 0.39 ).64 ( -8) -i.4o ( -7) -0.14 

15.1 -2.08 (.;8) -5.27 (-8) 0.39 8.18 ( -9) -5.27 (-8) -0.16. 

16.1 -5.21 (-9) -1.86 (-8) 0.28 2.29 ( -9) -1.86 (-8) -'0.12 

.( 
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The amplitudes are normalized by the atsolute decay rates such that when·squared 

and multiplied by 6.r in Fm one gets the absolute probability of finding the 

alpha bet\-:een spherical surfaces at r and r + 6.r • The square of the arn.pli tude 

multiplied by R
0
/4rr is the dimensionless quant.ity called "surface probability" 

and tabulated a.t 9.3 Fm f·x even-even ground state transitions in Table 7 of 

Perlman and Rasmussen 
23). 

To display the effects of coupling on the wave amplitudes 14e have plotted 

in figs. 2 and 3 the ratios u 18/u 15 at various radial distances. The three cou~pled 

solutions are shown along with the ratio for no coupling; and in the lower part of 

the graph v1e sho" the ratios gi v:em by the microscopic shell-model calculation 

(Table 1). One sees that even -with coupling, the. microscopic theory gives too 

lo-w u
15 

amplitude at the larger radii, but it appears that a choice of a small 

R
0 

value reduces the discrepancy markedly. The most favorable situation occurs 

for the cases of tl1e deepest potential (74 MeV) and the strongest sur-face coupling 

(-y = 2. 7). There is, surprisingly, not !lmch difference at radii less tha.:1 8 Fn 

beh1een ths amplitude ratios of the o18 = 33 ° and o18 = 213 a solutions for the. 

deep potential and strong coupling 

One is restrained from inward extrapolation of the· )'L ratios in figs. 

3 and 4 to get app<.:trent complete agreem.snt at R '"" 6 Fm, for severs.l reasons: 

(1) Inside the exponential tail region of the nucleon -,Jave functions the I L 

va.lL<es 'a ill greatly fluctuate and microscopic alpha theory has· not beerr formu-

lated for· R in this region. (2) From Tables 8, 9, 10 it is evident tta t the 

solutions i:n.ply alpha pro'ca.bilities in excess of Lmity for the volG..'1le outside 5 ?m, 

and tr~e s-J~u.tions at such sm.all radiL!S ~tust thsrefo:r~ have nc Iihysical sig:1i.fic~!'lee. 

:~ 
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6. 'Discussion 

By no means can "'vie claim a satisfactory explanation of the large (1.0%) 

alpha decay group from 
212~o to the first excited sta~e of 

208
Pb. It me.y ;.;ell 

be that the lack of octupole core polarization in the initial v1ave function is 

a major cause of the remaining discrepancy. It does, ho-v1ever, seem clear that 

the connection radius R
0 

of microscopic alpha decay theory should be chosen 

sign:l.ficantly smaller than the valu.es hitherto used (8-10 F:n). If a smaller R
0 

is chosen, then the str~:mg alpha-cha:mel coupling involving rnajor c·)llect1ve 

shape oscillational modes must be taken into account, for ou.r numerical calcu-

lations here shm1 substantial effects from coupling to the octupole mode. Not 

only i.s the ratio of amplitudes to ground ancl excited states affected, but also 

the absolute decay rates will be affected. Since we have not resolved the alph~ 

branching ratio problem, He shall not try to use our nurnerical solutions for 

quantitative absolute decay rate calculations. Suffice it to note qualit~tively 

that there are substantial effects of che.nnel coupling on theoretical absolute 

rates. Note in Tables 8, 9, and 10 that the total alpha probabilities (!u
18

!2 

+I u •. 12 )at srrull radii are usually about an order of magnitude larger for the 213 ° 
1:;> 

cases than for the 33o cases. This result means tl:at the effective barrier pene-

trabili t:>' in the 213 o cases is an :::>rder of magnitude smaller than for 33 ° cases. 

The effect o~ the surface coupling potential is to raise the effective parrier 

for both partial waves in the 213 ° cases and to lower the barrier for 33 ° cases, 

As mentioned ee.rlier in Sec. 2, Glendenning and Harada calculated theo:cet-

212!TL.. 
ical alpha decay ratio:> between the ·.Po isomer and the groun:l state, fi.'1ding 

the t!·,eoretical rele.tive rate for tc,e isocner too fg,st by a factor of-.. 45 for 
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R
0 

= 9.5 Fra or~ l..S for n
0 
~ 9.0 Fm. 'de noted in Sec. 2 tnat their ap:parenc; 

discrepancy factor nay reverse for R
0 

< 8 Fm. A careful recalculation 

dec':l.y rB.te ratio of isomet' and ground state might provide the basis to decide 

between the 213° case and the 33° case. The ground state decay rate is also 

affected by channel coLtpling bu.t less than the isorner. 

The alpha decay theory applied to high-spin isomers, such as, 
212~0 

and 
211~o is deserving of further study for the light it may shed on funda-

mentals of the theory. He have a.rgued above for joining bound and open-channel 

soluticns at smaller radii than previous practice; hov1ever, such vlill aggravate 

the proble!n. of ti>e usual mismatch at n
0 

of logarithmic derivatives of tile alpr..a 

amplitude in inner and outer regions. There is clearly a need to reformulate 

alpha theory along the lines of Feshbach' s 
. ,,24 .. 

"Unified. theory of nuclear react1ons ), 

,,,here the arbitrary division of space into inner and outer regions need not be made. 
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Figure C.:J.IJtions 

Fig. l. 1 1 0
""' 208Pb . ,., 212m Energy eve s J. and the :>.lpne, 'J.ecay scl'.e::,e of Po. 

(cf. ref. 9) 

F'ig. 2. Potential energy (jncluding centrifut;al terra) for varioLlS alpha 

. 208Pb part1al "'laves on _ . 
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